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Pinion for exact Adjustment

of Focus—so
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Projection.
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mounted
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Instantaneous Shutter, and three Double Dark Slides.
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GENERAL

ADVERTISEMENTS.

LEARANCE
lantern

Sale. —

slides,

accessories.—Particulars,

PROFESSIONAL Lanternist of 20 years’ experience
is open to engagements, with or without his own
apparatus, in town or country, on very moderate terms.
Reference, Editor of this Journal._—Addreas, Optics, 18,
York-street, Walworth, London, S.E.

REAT CLEARANCE
SALE of New and Second
hand High-class Lanterns, which must be sold.—
Walter Tyler's £54 Triple, for £38 10s.; quite new.
Wrench's treble rack telescope triple. A fine triple, 44 in.
condensers, used by Wilkie; complete with jet, dissolvers.
A magnificent combination oxy-hydrogen microscope
by Ladd; cost £100; price £32 10s.
A beautifully
japanned modern tin triple, two Malden dissolving taps,
brass supply pipes, set £910s.
A ditto bi-unial, all
complete, £5 108.
Bargains.
Also Grand Effects.
Lecturer’s candle reading lamp, 3s. 3d.; the ‘‘ Universal ”’
4-wick lantern, 4 inch condensers, 188. Gd.; 12 3} best
coloured slides, 23. 6d. a box, not rubbish ; slipping slides,
6d.; 30 sets of life-model subjects, beautifully coloured,
1s. 3d. each; 50 sets of coloured photos; tales 1s. each.

Splendid value; lists free—W. C. Hughes, Brewster
House, Mortimer-road, Kingsland, London, N.
It is
worth your while to pay a visit to Brewster House, and
to see the grand display of high-class optical lanterns,
&c., and to get some bargains.

AHOGANY bi-unial lantern, fitted for acetylene gas,
4 inch condensers, large front lenses, gas generator,
lot of best slides, including chromatropes, cheap.—Apply,
Stamp, 75, Monument-road,
“JIGHEST

class

Birmingham.

bi-unial

lantern,

.
mahogany

rosewood body, double combination lenses, in
jacket mount, 3 draw telescopic fronts, rolling curtain
shutter. Ottway’s combination jets, six-way dissolving
tap, packed in strong travelling case with drawer. To be
sold at a low price.—Apply by letter to F. M., 12,
Walbrook.
ILMS for tracing lantern slides for pen and ink work,
44d. per doz., 1s. 3 doz.; coloured films same price.—
Phot., 11, Bothwell-street, Glasgow.

ANTED,

name and address of tin and iron lantern

body makers.—Write,

Henry

Gee, 54, Humber-

stone-road, Leicester.

MPORTANT.—An inventor who has just patented an
arrangement by which acetylene gas generators
(either water pressure or gasometer pattern) can be
re-charged at any time, when burning, without affecting
light, or allowing accumulated gas to escape; is open to
arrange with a manufacturer of each type, for the
adoption of same, either on royalty or by purchase.—M.,
care of Editor, 9, Carthusian-street, London.
jets, Star dissolver and lenses, this season, splendid

mahogany body, half brass fronts, etc. by Baker of
Holborn; within the past 16 months has exhibited to
more than 30,000 persons; a sacrifice at the price, or will
exchange for a good whole plate camera with R.R. lens.—
H. J. W. Bray, 17, Thorpe-road, Forest Gate, E.

various

other sets equally cheap. — Address,

Chatham

coloured

lanterns

Pexton,

and

first floor,

LIDE Painter, several years’ experience, wants slides
for colouring; good work guaranteed.—Address,
O.,
care of
London, N.

Marles,

Newsagent,

Caledonian-road,

ANTERN and cinematograph worker wants situation,
would travel and help generally. — Address, P.,
38, Brecknock-road, London, N.

ND of the lantern season.—Clearing out the following
slides at 4s. 6d. per dozen.
100 London views, 60
The Thames, 80 Animals and Birds at the Zoo, 50 St.
Taul’s, 80 Westminster

Abbey,

30 Hampton

Court, 30

Ilfracombe, Lynton and Clovelly, and many others. All
first rate slides and very cheap at this price.—John Stabb,
152, Kensington Park-road, Bayswater.
WW

soe: pupil for lantern slide making (wet
collodion process). Painting, lantern operating
and general photography (portraiture, retouching etc.).
Premium 50 guineas. Also assistant who is well up in
collodion work for slides.—Alfred
Studio, Heath-street, Birmingham.

H.

Saunders,

The

ALESMAN and book-keeper wanted, experienced in
lantern and slide-hiring, church communicant, 25s.
weekly, highest references essential.—Apply, letter only,
fullest particulars, M. E. C., Church Army Lantern
Depot, 126, 128, 130, Edgware-road, London, W.
Camera

Stands.—For

sale, 3 studio stands

with metal archimedian rack adjustments, cost
£3 each, sell 30s. each, or exchange photo apparatus.—
O. Handlen & Co., 48, Victoria-street, Bristol.

We
good slides, illustrating stories and natural
history; also good effect slides. — Winkworth,
290, Burdett-road, London, E.
ECTURER, giving up, has following fine sets of
coloured slides to offer :—100 effects—The World's
Great Capitals, £2 10s., or in pairs, 1s. 3d.; 50 coloured
photos South Africa, 203.; 80 Holy Land, 30s. ; 24 Life of

Christ, 9s.; 20 Uncle Tom’s Cabin, 8s.; 32 Almost
Wrecked, 12s.; 24 Ten Nights in Bar-room, 128.; 50
Holland,

188.;

50

Wales,

Edinburgh, 12s.; 5 Sambo's

188.;

50 Rhine,

18s.;

30

Senses, 2s.; 3 Shadows on

Blind, 1s.; 2 Unexpected Bath, 1s.; 40 Her Benny,
15s. 6d.; 9 Pa’s Trousere, 3s.; 10 Buy your own Cherries,

33. 3d. ; 24 Statuary, 7s. 6d.; 8 Cloud and Water Effects,
Qs, 6d.; all carriage paid.—Lecturer, 122, Grey Rock
street, Everton, Liverpool.

INEMATOGRAPH,

most

perfect;

sell for £5, fits

any lantern. Films for same, 30s. each.
Can be
geen working by appointment.—122, Grey Rock-street,
ATURATOR

127,

(Optimus),

new, take 50s., or would

complete
exchange

with jet, nearly
for good mixed

jet, Beard's regulator and gauge (for hydrogen,) in good
condition, or best coloured slides of New Zealand.—
W. Sparrow, 16, Pevensey-road, Eastbourne, Sussex.

LEARANCE
CO

EAUTIFUL Effects, Star of Bethlehem, 2 slides
4g. 6d., worth 15s.; Rock of Ages, 3 slides 68. 9d. ;

and

etc.,

Everton, Liverpool.

LOSE of Season.—A good bi-unial for £4 10s., 2 new

Vartry-road, Stamford Hill, N.

High-class

sets,

22, Gray's Inn-road, London.

TUDIO
and

10,000

lecture

Sale

of good

coloured

second-hand

slides; big bargains for dealers and lecturers ; lists

free.—T. T. Wing, Chatteris, Cambs.
\ AHOGANY body lantern, 3 safety jets, 36 photo
slides “An Hour with the Ohurch of England”’;
what offers,—Caxton, 8, Widden-street, Gloucester.
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NOW

READY.

THE

TYLAR’S

I<

OPTICAL

THE

TYLAR'S

COLOURIST.

LANTERN

SLIDE

Specially prepared as recommended

xe

“ox

NOVELTIES.

Clear and concise practical instructions for painting Lantern
Slides. Post free, 7d.

Magic Lantern Journal

ALMANAC

PHOTO

ili.

3/-; Post

ANNUAL.

free, 3/3.

THE

PLEASURES

THE

FIRST

OF

PAINTS.

by the author of the above.

A

PIPE.

Three studies from life.
free, 2/9.

Always fetch the audience.

Three studies from life.

2/6;

BICYCLE

2/6;

post

ot 8 Slides.

5/-;

RIDE.
post free, 2/9.

THEThe oldFROG
AND A THE
BOY.
fable reversed.
most amusing Set
post free, 5/6; or Coloured, 8/6 post free.

Sl
Editor

J. HAY
Sle

-

Nearly 300 Pages.

LANTERNESCOPES.

TYLAR'S

BINDING

For viewing
stereoscopic.

TAYLOR.

TYLAR'S

LANTERN
“TIT-BIT”

50 in Box, 1/-;

MATS.

CAMERAS.

3-plate, 12/6 ; or leather covered, 15/-.

Booksellers.

Give beautiful results for

Lantern Slide production.

TYLAR'S

FLOWER

Three charming Slides.

LANTERN

STRIPS.

Thirty sizes, all hand-cut, 1/- per 100; post free, 1/2. Best made.

TYLAR'S

TYLARS

SHELL

STUDIES.

Post free, 3/3.

STUDIES.

THLAR
§PROUE STUDIES.

THE

MAGIC

;

slides, giving an amount of relief approaching
Single lens, 12/6; double lens, 17/6.

Paper, roo in Box, 1/-; post free, 1/2. Linen,
post free 1/2. Stick at once.
No trouble.

Post Free. 1/44 Paper. 1/104 Oloth.

Of all

TYLAR'S

Set of 3 Slides.

JOURNAL

(0., Lid.,

Post free, 3/3

Groups of lovely foreign shells.

Fully-Illustrated Catalogue, post free, 4d.

OFFICES:

9, Carthusian St., LONDON, E.C. |W. TYLAR, 41, High St., a past
oNaay,
g> ANIMATED PICTURES. 7%

W. WATSON

& SONS’ “ MOTORGRAPH

”

Is one of the Best Machines yet devised for the Projection of Animated Pictures to fit any Magic Lantern:
price SUB
ABs.
Or completely fitted with University Extension Magic Lantern with mahogany body,
Oxy-hydrogen Jet, Trough, Baseboard, etc., complete, 22@U.

The ‘* Motorgraph

”’ is supplied with fittings for Photography, Contact Printing, and Projection.

Fils and all Accessories for the above are listed in No. 8 Catalogue.

Post Free on Application.

FULL ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE OF MAGIC LANTERNS (NO. 4), SLIDES, AND ALL FITTINGS post FREE ON APPLICATION TO—-

Established 1837]

WW.

WATSON

&

SONS,

Manufacturers and Publishers of High-Class Lantern Slides. Opticians to H.M. Government.
Sole London Address: 313,
HIGH
HOLBORN,
LONDON,
W.C.
OO
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Single Lantern
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Automatic Dissolver.
See Enthus.astic Testimonials from Pauw LanGE, Esq., G. E. Toomrson, Esq., Manchester
Camera Glub, and many others .

‘‘THE IDEAL,” the Lantern of the future.
No. 3, Plainer

The

Form, £6 68.

Improved “PHOTINUS ” is the most an
world.

=

The

Will show lo perfection any distance from

Best “‘BLO-THRO"

ARCHER’S

NEW

SAFETY

OPAQUE

oil lantern in the

Price £4 4s,

Price only 16s.

the screen.

ARCHER

Price #8 15s. complete.

COMPLET

JET

Send

in the Market.

SCREENS,

Society, as they proved, THE

500 Candle power

for List, Post Free.

BEST

just supplied to the Manchester Photo
OF ALL.

(See Testimonial.)

& SONS. Lantern Specialists and Manufacturers, 43 to 49, Lord Street, Liverpool.

Ustablished 1848.

Illustrated Lists free,
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NOTICES.
THE Optical Magic Lantern Journal
Enlarger is issued on the lst of every
Penny, and may be obtained from
Railway News Stalls, Photographic

and Photographic
month, price One
all Newsvendors,

Dealers, or from

the Publishers, at the following rates, post free :—
12 months, 2/6.

United States, 75 cents.

Exoxnanee Column, General Wants, &c. (not Trade)—
First 20 words, 6d.; and for every 3 additional
words, ld.

SMALL

:

ADVERTISEMENTS

must reach the office not

later than the first post on the 24th of each month. All
cheques and postal orders to be made payable to the
Magic Lantern Journal Company, Limited.
EpirorRiat
communications
must be addressed,
J. HAY TAYLOR.
Advertisements and business communications
to
the
Magic
Lantern
Journal
Company,
Limited,
9, Carthusian
Street,
London. E-C.
American

Agents :—The

and 85, Duane Street,

tae

67:

International

New York City.

News

Co., 83

Slides

of Nansen’s

Polar

Expedition.—

: The public have been anxiously waiting to hear
when Dr. Nansen’s set of slides was to be
published.
We have pleasure in stating that
Messrs. Newton & Co., of 3, Fleet Street, E.C.,
have obtained the sole right to reproduce as
lantern slides the pictures in ‘‘ Farthest North.”

The slides used by Dr. Nansen at his own lectures
were made for him by Messrs. Newton, and
those now published are taken from the same
negatives.
A selection of 50 slides has been
made, forming
a fairly representative set,
although 80 altogether are obtainable. Besides
these, any other pictures in ‘“ Farthest North”
can be supplied to order by Messrs. Newton &
Co. The plain photographic slides are Qs. each,
and

the hand-painted

slides from the coloured

illustrations in the book are 8s. 6d. each.
>

New

~

Act respecting

Carbide.—On

and

~

the sale of Calcium

after

April

1st, certain

; restrictions are to be placed upon the sale and
storage of calcium carbide, inasmuch as it is to

be considered under the same heading as
explosives, and must not be kept stored or sold,

62
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except under a license from the local authorities
under the Petroleum Act of 1871. This sounds
very formidable, and would at first sight appear
to refer to anyone who might have a pound or
two of calcium carbide on his premises, with the
intention of generating acetylene gas, but this

he used for the illumination of his shop. It
appears that he had used all the gas that was
given off in the generator,and having run out of
calcium carbide was explaining the working
of the apparatus to a friend, when in drawing

we

air rushed in, and this with the small quantity
of acetylene gas left above the water line caused
an explosive mixture, which only required a
light to cause an explosion. This was at hand in
the form of a lighted candle, by the aid of which
the machine was being examined.
An explosion
then occurred, and the bell portion flew up in the
face of the unfortunate owner with great force
causing a serious wound from which he shortly
died. ‘‘Keep a light away from generators when
being recharged or opened”’ should be remembered by all users of this apparatus.

understand

the bell container

is not so, as it refers to the

wholesale dealer, or those who
carbide in very large quantities.
of the license is very small, but
likely to add three or four per
retail prices.
Even with regard
spirit, there are stringent

keep calcium
The amount

it is however
cent. to the
to methylated

regulations for those

who keep it in wholesale quantities, but this
does not in any way prevent anyone from
buying and storing for future use a pint or two
as required; so those who buy smal] quantities
of calcium carbide need not trouble themselves
about these restrictions, which at first sight may
appear to practically prohibit the use of that
substance.
ao

~

&

~

Sood

Eastman

Company. —The

Eastman Photographic Materials Company,
Limited, have opened imposing premises at 60,
Cheapside, at which branch a full assortment of
their kodaks, films, and photographic papers

the past

few weeks Mr. Cecil M. Hepworth has opened
new premises at 22, Cecil Court, Charing Cross
Road, W., as an agency for the photographic
apparatus of the Albion Albumenising Company ;
for Verel & Co.'s Cathcart and Matchless plates
and paper; he has also arranged for demonstrating his own arc lamp at work in the
lantern.
=

*

City Premises,

~

Mr. Cecil M. Hepworth.—Within

out of the water, of course,

may be obtained.

~

Photography

=

and

~~

Astronomy.

—

In

the

course of a recent lecture by Sir Robert Ball at
the Crystal Palace, he stated that photography
had played an important part in advancing our
conception of the magnitude of the firmament,

~

and that more had been learned about the Sun

Drunkenness
on the
Sereen. — With
reference to a letter by Bartos, which appeared
in our February number under the - above
heading, and to which we added an append
that Bartos could produce such effects on the
screen as he suggested, at a cost of something

from the use of photographic plates than from
any other means.

like £7,000, the Alliance News reproduces

most

and

both

the letter and our reply, and add a paragraph
as follows :—'‘ The editor is too humorous in
his reply, and Bartos too wholesale in his
suggestion to be practical.
Photographs of a
tippler gradually ‘getting forrarder’ taken at
quarter hour intervals, would answer every
purpose of instructive illustration.”
>

Acetylene

Gas

cs

behalf

Among

People”
in the
Salford.

lecture

The deceased, who wasa

gasfitter and plumber, made a generator which

on

Famine Fund, a

‘‘ India

and its

was delivered by Mr. W. Touchstone,
St. Matthias
School, Silk
Street,
The Rector, Rev. F. H. Jones, occu-

pied the chair, and Mr. T. C. T. Smith, the
treasurer of L.O.L. 193, kindly operated with
his limelight lantern. This is the fourth lecture
this enterprising Lodge has given this season.

the |

10th ult. at North Egremont, in which Charles

&

of the Indian

interesting

%

—

Nores in our last issue, we called attention to
the danger of opening acetylene generators in
the presence of a naked light, We wish to
impress this on our readers, for several accidents
have taken place through the explosion of an
admixture of this gas with air, the latest being
an unfortunate one which occurred on the
Johnson lost his life.

on

rm

Explosion.

%

bead

Indian Famine Fund.—Under the auspices
of Loyal Orange Lodge 193, Salford District,

The

Earth

*

%

is the Lord's, etc.—‘ The land

and labour problem’’ was the subject recently
chosen for a limelight lecture by the secretary
of the Land Nationalisation Society at Brighton.
When projecting a view of the Royal Exchange
on the screen, he remarked that the inscription
on the facade was

‘‘ The Harth

is the Lord’s,

and the fulness thereof,” but (said he) our
landlord system went against that statement
and

made

it, ‘‘ The

Earth

| and all that therein is.”

is the landlord’s,
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NEW

AND SECOND

am

HAND, BY ALL THE BEST MAKERS.

Lanterns and Operator let out for evening entertainments for children, &c. Terms Moderate.

20, Oranbourne St., Leicester Square, London, W.C.
LI M E LI G HT

E FF ECTS.

of

New

|]

8

Slides

a

Is now ready, and will be sent on application.
To

avoid

disappointment,

orders

should

be

placed

at once.
THE
clear
heat.
of six
with

DALTON COLD LACQUERS have only to be poured ona
piece of glass. They dry at once. Transparent.
Requires no
Used also for Metals.
Can be had in 1a. bottles, also in sets
1-0z. bottles of selected colours, and one 2-02. bottle of crystal,
which all colours can be reduced to shade crea:
Price

4s. 6d., carriage

paid.

application.—_12,

THE

State

colours

Norfolk Street,

desired.

Ardwick,

Trade

Terms

G.

W,

on

Manchester

2,

St.

“INJECTOR”
Patent 24761/93,

WILSON
.

Price

&

CO.,

Ltd.,

sy

Swithin’s

Street,

MIXED

ABERDEEN.

JET

3O0Os.

This is the only perfect Mixed Jet which can be worked with coal-gas taken direct from the town supply, and oxygen at

high pressure from acylinder. It combines the full efficiency of a mixed jet with the safety, economy and convenience of
a blow-through.
Blow-through jets are quite superseded by it, An ordinary mixed jet which will produce any given

candle-power when supplied with both gases under pressure will, when fitted with our Injector, give the same Power
when taking its coal-gas supply from the house service-pipe. When required the jet can be worked with both gases taken
from cylinders just as an ordinary mixed jet.
All further particulars from—

The MANCHESTER OXYGEN (rarer) Co., Ltd, Gt. Marlborough St, MANCHESTER.

BRIN'S
For

Limelight,

Medical,

OXYGEN.
Metallurgical,

and

other purposes.

OXYGEN
of Guaranteed
Purity supplied in Cylinders
of the Best
BRITISH
Manufacture, and complying with all the established Trade and Railway Regulations
The public are respectfully informed that all Cylinders which are filled by the Brin
Companies (whether their own or their Customers) are labelled with the Companies’ Trade Mark.
This label guarantees the purity of the Gas, and is a further guarantee that the Cylinder has
beon tested and proved sound in every respect by the Brin Company which hasfilled it. Customers who

nm
S
4 rf

wish to procure Brix’s OxyGEN are requested to see that the Cylinders supplied

to them bear this label, which is also stamped with the date on which the Cylinder was filled.

The Works of the Brin Companixs are open during business hours to the inspection of

their Customers, who are at liberty to test the quality of Gas being manufactured, and
hei own Cylinders
i
i
their
being
tested and filled i

to watch
Registered
Phi
egtone.

Price Lists of Gases, Cylinders, and all Accessories, can be obtained from the Company's accredited Agents, or will be
sent Post free on application

BRIN’S OXYGEN COMPANY, Limited, 34, Victoria Street, WESTMINSTER, §.W.
Addresses—

Works—69, Horseferry Road, WESTMINSTER, 5.W.
MANCHESTER OXYGEN COMPANY, Limited, Great Marlborough Street, MANCHESTER.

BIRMINGHAM OXYGEN COMPANY, Limited, Saltlay Works, BIRMINGHAM.
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SOLIO___.

govt,

Aewt
Ried
SePHOTOGRAPHIC
PRINTING OUT PAPERS,
'S

ATTAINED

ONLY

BY

SOLIO_
Manufactured

solely by the

EASTTIA

Photographic
Co.
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The '‘ Magic Lantern Journal” gradually
During a visit from

gets nearer the North Pole.
Mr.

A. H, Saunders, of Heath Street, Birming-

ham, he informed us that through his advertisements in the Maaic Lanrern JournaL he
has made customers for making and colouring

lantern slides at many remote parts of the world,
amongst them being one at the village, town, or
station known as Nipper’s Harbour, Franz
Josef Land,

this being the most

habited station, and
oftener than

once

where

northern

in-

vessels rarely call

in five or six months, so it is

quite evident that this journal does not reach
that destination with great regularity. There,
often

for want of a better substitute, whale oil

has to be resorted to as an illuminant
projecting the lantern slides.
co

for

te

A Protest against the Lantern

in Church,

‘—A correspondent writes: ‘I am sorry to see
that in your journal you report meetings held
in churches, in which the magic lantern forms
a prominent feature, and I have on several
occasions read in your columns that you seem
to glory in this ‘march of progress’ as you
termit. I hope, sir, that you will see your error
in thus advocating such desecration; it is
nothing }ut the influence of the Devil, etc.”
There is a good deal more of this sort of cant, and
we can only reply that the suggestions are foolish.
~

Cinematograph

%

*

Films.—Purchasers

of the

above should see the new catalogue just issued
by Mr. Philipp Wolff, of Southampton Street.

It is printed in three languages.

Acetylene

Gas.

(Contiued from page 46.)
Tar decomposition of liquid acetylene by simple
ignition is relatively slow and appears to take place in
two stages—one corresponding to the decomposition of
the gas, and the other that of the liquid.
In an experiment where the liquid occupied -15 of the
containing

veasel,a

maximum

pressure

of 1,500

kilo-

grammes per square centimetre was recorded.
Experiments were made to determine whether the
ie ae gas or liquid could be exploded by mechanical
shock.
The results were, strictly speaking, negative.
Neither by a fall, nor crushing with a ram, nor by the
impact ofa bullet which pierced the containing cylinders,
was the acetylene exploded.
In the case of liquid acetylene an explosion followed the shock after a short
interval, but this was

shown

to be due to the ignition

of the escaping gas, after admixture with air, by a spark
from the breaking metal. A small charge of fulminite

of mercury, fired in the middle of a cylinder of liquid
acetylene,

detonated

the

liquid

and

shattered

the

cylinder in the manner of a true explosive.
The authors describe the conditions under which
danger may arise by casual elevation cf temperature
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during the manipulation of acetylene. In the first place,
they note that in generating acetylene by the action of
a small quantity of water or excess of calcium carbide
in a closed vessel, the carbide may become
incandescent
and lead to the detonation of the gas. Sudden com-

pression of the gas in filling cylinders, or in admitting it
into a regulating valve, may likewise raise the tempcrature to the point of danger. A sharp mechanical shock
breaking the containing vessel may cause sparks capable
of firing the explosive mixture formed by the escaping
gas with the external air.
In Le Matin, of the 29th October last, there is a para-

graph recording another explosion of acetylene, which
took place about 10.30 on the previous Tuesday morning.
| A gentleman named Gervais had fitted up for the
lighting of his house 4 cylinder of acetylene, which
exploded and seriously mutilated a tinman and his

labourer who were at work upon the premises. This
explosion appears to have been duc to the use of liquid

or compressed acetylene, and corresponds, so far as the
somewhat meagre details of the accident would indicate,
to the explosion in M. Pictet’s works. A third explosion:
of liquid acetylene, resulting in the death of four
persons, took place in the Berlin suburb of Moabit on
Saturday afternoon, the 12th of December.
Ag the use of acetylene is
prohibited in Germany,
owing to its supposed explosive character, a chemist,
named

Isaac,

had

for

some

time

past

been

making

experiments with a view to deprive it of that dangerous
quality, and had succeeded so well that he was recently
in a position to show his invention to certain high
officials, who: were greatly struck by it; while the
Emperor, who is kindly interested in all new discoveries
and inventions,

had

intended

to hear an account

of it

from him on the following Wednesday or Thursday—
indeed, it is reported that His Majesty intended going to
the laboratory shortly. A Berlin correspondent of the
Standard adds that Herr Thielin, the head of the Imperial
railways, expressed a desire to see the process in Herr
Isaac’s laboratory. And the inventor, who had hitherto
made experiments only on a small scale, made preparations to show a large quantity of his purified acetylene,
the light of which is said to be about three times as
brilliant as that from an incandescent gas burner. He
accordingly compressed it in a large iron or steel tube by
the enormous pressure of about 100 atmospheres, and
the tube

exploded,

blowing him and three of his workmen to pieces, and
causing a report which was heard within a wide circuit.
The Daily Telegraph correspondent telegraphs: ‘ An
aniount of damage was also done to the apartment, and to
some of the surrounding houses, a few of the inhabitants
of which narrowly escaped being injured as well. As
all persons engaged in the laboratory have lost their
lives, there is no clue at hand to show the immediate
cause of the catastrophe, and the discovery itself was
| the secret of the inventor, who has perished.”
Here then are
|
three terrible accidents
resulting in a serious loss of life and considerable damage
to property all brought about by the use of highly compressed liquefied acetylene, in each case probably manufactured by trained workmen acting under careful
scientific supervision, so that the results can scarcely be
attributed to carelessness or to blunders committed by
men having an imperfect knowledge of the work upon
which they were engaged.
How then does this method
compare with that in which the gas is generated directly
from the calcium carbide, and stored and burnt under low
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pressures only?
few months

An accident with the gas took placea

ago in Lyons;

a certain

café in this town

was lighted by acetylene gas manufactured on the premises in a gencrator, and an explosion occurred which
completely wrecked the premises and killed two persons;
but as the apparatus was completely destroyed there is
no means of ascertaining how it had taken place. Also
at Olney, in Buckirghamshire, a young man who had
been experimenting with a home-made generator of his
own construction was killed on the evening of December
2nd. He came home on that evening, but the rest of his
family were away from home at the time. It is supposed
that he procoeded at once to the cellar where the generator was

kept, and

either struck a match

and

caused an

explosion of some of the acetylene gas nixed with air, or

that he was simply suffocated by the gas itself.

As the

generator appears to have been made in a rough-andready manner it is highly probable that the accident was
brought about by some inherent defect in its construction,
so that neither of these two accidents at Lyons or Olney
should ba looked upon as of much consequence so far as
the question of the relative safety or danger of the gas is
concerned.

On the other hand, a great many generators of different
types and manufactured by different firms have been
sold, and are being used by people in all parts of the
country.
And, as in many cascs the management of

| such g>nerators as are used are constructed in a rational
manner and of good workmanship, it does not appear

that there is any more risk to be feared from the use of
acetylene ag an illuminating agent than from coal gas,
pstroleum or the electric light.

Prominent Men in the Lantern World,
No. VI.—Mr.

A. A. WOOD.

R. A. A. WOOD must be considered
@ thorough Londoner, inasmuch as
he was born at Newgate Street,
has during the greater part of
his life lived at Cheapside, and
takes a prominent part in various
offices pertaining to the government of
London.
His early education was acquired at the City

these machines appears to be left in the hands of
gardeners

and

domestic

servants

generally, it is evident that the risk of accidents from

acetylene by this method cannot after all be very great,
and the accidents which I have referred to having been
widely reported by the press, on account of the novelty
of the process, have caused much comment and have
undoubtedly led to the risk being greatly overrated by the
general public.
It is evident, however, that the method of compressing

acetylene into steel bottles and thus vending
liquid form is attended by very

it in a

grave danger,

and unless some very convincing evidence be forthcoming
to remove this impression, it will be only wise to entirely
condemn the use cf acetylene in this form,
With regard to an objection which has occasionally
been urged against the use of acetylene, namely, its
poisonous qualities, it has been shown to be as a matter
of fact less poisonous than coal gas itself.
Acetylene under certain conditions attacks copper with
the formation of an explosive compound known as acetylide of copper. But, to quote Professor Lewes again,

unless the acetylene contains considerable quantities of
ammonia and moisture its action upon copper is
practically

nil,

whilst with brass no appreciable action
Hiven had the contention been correct, that
copper was liable to be formed when the gas
tact with copper fittings, the danger would
very small

one,

a3 Professor

Dixon

has

takes place.
acetylide of
was in conhave been a

shown

that if

such a detonating compound be exploded in acetylene
gas under moderate pressures, the explosion is only local
and does not spread through the bulk of the gas.
As I have already shown, the calcium carbide should
be stored in such a way that it will not be acted upon by
moisture ; the density and hardness of the mass, however,

protects it to a great extent from atmospheric action, so
that it
does not deteriorate
upon exposure as fast as might reasonably be expected.

If these various points are carefully attended to, and

Photo by Elliott & Fry}
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of London School, and also at the Royal School
of Mines, at which latter institution he studied

under Professors Hoffman, Tyndal, and Huxley.
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He must have been an apt pupil, for in 1865,
when only nineteen years of age, he was elected
a Fellow

of the

years later, an
As his father
a flourishing
optician, it was
son displayed
the same

Chemical

Society,

and

three

Associate of King’s College.
(the late Mr. E.G. Wood) had
business as a manufacturing
not to be surprised at that the
an early taste and ambition in

line of business, to which

he added

the manufacture of lanterns and slides.
The
lantern business was, in those days, in its
comparative infancy, and being in the hands
of one or two firms only, great scope was

open
for the display of energy, and it occurred to
Mr. Wood that the creation of a large stock of
slides for loan purposes should meet with
success, especially as at a later period he
included the hiring of a stated number of slides
for a certain yearly subscription. This original
idea on the part of Mr. Wood has now become
so necessary to lanternists, that numbers of
lantern dealers all over the world have since
adopted it.
A large part of Mr. Wood’s time during the
past twenty-five years has been occupied in
connection with literary work, and in addition
to a variety of technical books, he has written
numberless lectures in connection with sets of
slides for optical projection.
Several improvements in lantern apparatus
owe their existence to the subject of our sketch,
amongst them being the Euphaneron lantern;
a peculiar formation of spirit jet, there being no
burning wick—(particulars of this excellent jet
were published in our columns for May, 1893)—
and which practically turned the spirit flame
down according as the supply of direct oxygen
was turned off; the edge-bar principle for screen
frames to which he also applied the tent strut
or

stretcher;

an

efficient

form

of dissolver;

together with a variety of inventions in
connection with the optical trade in general.
We

might,

however,

mention

the

now

well-

known idea of connecting a lever to a lecturer’s
reading lamp in order to show a red light as a
signal to notify to the lantern operator the time
for changing the slide on the screen.
This is
now so general that one might be inclined to
think it dated back to the earliest days of the
lantern, but this is not so, it being the invention
of recent years, and is due to Mr. Wood.
In addition

to business

matters,

Mr.

Wood

has for several years had a good deal to do
with certain offices pertaining to the Civil
government, an important appointment being
that of one of H.M. Lieutenants for the City
of London;

and

among

the offices he holds,

and has held, we may mention that of Member

of Commissioners

of Sewers,
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Member

of the

Corporation of London, Chairman of the Guildhall School of Music, Chairman of the Guildhall
Library, besides several pertaining to various
philanthropical and religious institutions, in all
of which he enjoys great popularity among his
fellow-workers.
Referring once more to his business, Mr.
Wood has, for the past twenty years, kept at his
premises, at 74, Cheapside (where he is assisted
by one of his sons), a species of barometriclanterno-chart respecting the relation of the
weather to the use of the lantern among his
customers,

which

forms

a valuable

record

for

reference.

Simple Method of Making
Slides.

ee

Text

fe c

READER
sends us the following
suggestion,
as he considers the

ae
ey

methods which have been published.
The usual method for making a slide

[Ge

a) 5

5

results

more

satisfactory

than

for a text or hymn is to make a photo-

graphic transparency; but, unfortunately, this pre-supposes a certain

knowledge of photography. It is true that it
has been suggested that an impression be made
on gelatine from printer's type, and this film used
or a support in the lantern. I find great trouble
in this style owing to lack of density, besides
having to wait until the ink is sufficiently dry,
as the gelatine, unlike paper, has no absorbing
qualities.
;
What is required is that the lettering be
absolutely opaque, and be ready for use without
any delay. This I find can be achieved as
follows :—Set the requisite wording up in type
(a small fount can be obtained for a mere trifle),
and ink it with what is known as printer’s
varnish, which is largely composed of gold size,
then make an impression on thin gelatine such
as is employed in the manufacture of bon-bons.
After this has been done, sprinkle a little bronze
powder over the letters, and shake off the
balance.
It will be found that it will adhere to
the varnish impressions, producing golden but
absolutely opaque lettering. This, if held between the observer and the light, will appear
quite black. All that remains to be done is to
place the gelatine between two slide cover
glasses and place it in the lantern.
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The Lanternist’s

Practical

Cyclopedia.*—No.
By

CHARLES

BE.

Cottepion

VI.

chromo-litho

principle,

and

then

transferred

to

glass.

CinrEMATOGRAPH.—See Animatograph.
Ciimax.—In rhetoric, a set of sentences arranged so as
to rise in power and dignity to the end or close of the
set.—Sce Elocution.
Cxioup Cover Guass.—A cover glass for lantern slides,
upon which is printed clouds in many varieties. There
are views taken, specially in summer time, under what
is known as a cloudless sky ; these can often be made
more eftective by the addition of clouds, and negatives
may be made and kept for the purpose, or may be
obtained commercially.
An insipid transparency can
very often be rendered beautiful by this means.
Croup Ngeaative.—See Cloud Cover Glass.

Coat Gas.—Carburetted hydrogen extracted from coal.
Coal gas is got by the destructive distillation of coal
out of contact with air. It is a mixture of gases, and
varies according to the quality of the coal employed,
and the methods practised in purifying it. Since its
first introduction steady progress has been made in
manufacturing it, and consumers in large cities and
towns have little to complain of as to its quality and
purity. A glance at the analysis of London gas shows :
Hydrogen 57:10, marsh gas 33:99, olefines 4-38, carbon
monoxide 2°63, carbon dioxide 0:79, nitregen 0-15,

oxygen 0:96, 100-00. For the blow-through jet it is
largely used by lanternists.
When compressed in
cylinders for any length of time it is supposed to undergo a chemical change.
COLLAPSIBLE Br-untaL.—A double lantern so constructed
that by manipulating a few screws, bayonet joints, etc.,
it folds up, less the lenses, into a comparative

compass.
CoLLEGE
LanTERN.—A

science

lantern

of

design, the principle of which is on the same

small

American

lines as

our own.—See Science Lantern.

Cotxtopion is gun-cotton (i.e. pyroxyline) dissolved in a
solution of alcohol and sulphuric ether. Its qualities
ma nly depend upon the gun-cotton, and proportions
of solvents employed. It is much used in surgery and
photegraphy.
When exposed to air, the ether and
alcohol evaporate, leaving the pyroxyline in the form
of a transparent skin, known to photographers as the
film.
Lanteraists who practice slide making to any
extent, would benefit by acquainting themselves with a
knowledge of the manufacture and treatment of collodion,—which would ke too lengthy for exposition here
in detail. The collodion, or wet process for slides, is
generally acknowledged to be unrivalled for delicacy,
lights and shades, etc.—See Hardwick's Photographic
Chemistry.
*All rights reserved,

are of two kinds,

wet and dry.

it is to the wet plate that the professional slide maker

RENDLE.

CHrRomaAtic.—Relating to colours, a blending together of
various tints,
CHROMATROPE
OR CHROMATIC
SLIDE.— A series of
coloured disce, so mechanically arranged in a carrier
frame, and by means of racks and pinions revolve in
contrary directions, causing pretty effects.
CuRomMo-LiTHO SLIDES.—Pictures printed in colours by
the

Prates

When collodion is spoken of as dry collodion, it is
dry collodion plates which is inferred, and while it is
perhaps the most convenient of the two forms of plates,
turns his attention.
There are but few dry collodion
plates on the market—the Dr. Hill Norris’s will be
found very satisfactory if still obtainable. The chief
advantage of the dry over the wet, it may be mentioned,
is that it is ready for uce, ao that should a lantern slide
be wanted hurriedly, it can be made either by contact
or camera, and finished ready for use in the lantern, all
within a few minutes, a desideratum to the busy
amateur
not to be despised.
The wet collodion
process is the one par excellence, as any dealers’ stock
will show. This old wet process gives scope for practice
and experiment in most every grade of the photographic art, resulting in the most beautiful transparencies.
CoLtopion

SLipES.—See

CoLotrinGc

LanteRN

Collodion Plates.

SLIpDEs.—Colour

in a lantern slide

adds to its warmth, is a relief to the eye, breaking the
black and white monotony that exists in its absence.
Discretion, however, is wanted in choosing the pictures,
whose ¢fiectiveness may be enhanced by the addition
of colour,

and

it is not

at all a bad rule

for the

inexperienced slide painter to bear in mind that the
landscape, or whatever the subject may be, is to be but
tinted and not coloured.
Good slides are too often
rendered mere smudges by the injudicious laying on of
the colour.
To the beginner in this branch, comic
slides are by far the easiest to practice upon, a superabundance of a blue, or a red, not being so noticeable.
But the more artistic work wants, among other gifts,
taste in the arrangement
and blending of tints,
together with a large stock of patience. The man or
woman who wants to rush this class of work had
better by far leave it alone. Oil and varnish colours
are both used for the purpose, as also are water colours,
but these latter are less durable, varnish colours being
most adopted by those who make a livelihood in this
way.
The varnish colours having the advantage of
drying quickly, and withstanding a greater heat, which
necessarily must be considered, when it is remembered

the high temperature to which they are subjected.
These colours may be had from any dealer in lantern
goods, or from artist colourmen, and directions for the

mixing obtained.

Skies, clouds, and sunsets, all offer

many varieties and effect studies,

as do also foliage,

landscape, water scenes, etc., making
practising the art most extensive.
COMBINATION

JETS,

or, as

they are

the field

sometimes

for

called,

interchangeable jets, are those that may either be used
for both gases under pressure, when it would be a
mixed gas jet; or it may be used as a blow-through
jet by simply removing the mixing chamber, and fixing
in its place the blow-through arrangement which is
supplied with the jet.

ComMBINATION

LANTERN.—See Bi-Tri-Single Lantern.

ComMBINATION STEREOPTICON.
— An optical lantern of
American design, Its body is hinged upon a framework to enable it to be turned about for convenience in
manipulation and scientific experiments. The room of
entertainment can also be lighted by one ofits arrangements at the close of an

exhibition.

Its slide stages

are also sufficiently wide to admit of a variety of
physical apparatus, chemical tanks, etc.
(To be continued.)
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More

Fresh Lantern
By

ALBERT

interest of their associations,

Slide Work.

TRANTER.

D4

below particulars of other places
which I have not yet found quoted
in any slide catalogue, but lantern

é
others

slide views of which, I for one, should
much like to obtain, as, I think, would
who are interested in art, literature,

music, or science—most people liking to know
as much as possible about those persons whose
,
works they admire :—
ALFOXDEN, SOMERSETSHIRE.—The one-time
of the poet William Wordsworth.
BRANTWOOD,
NEAR
CONISTON.—Residence
Ruskin.
EaLinc,

NEAR

JTonpon. —

Birthplace

residence
‘
of John

of

Professor

Huxley.
Mar.iow.—House ia which Shelley composed his poem
entitled ‘‘ The Revolt of Islam.”
Oxrorp.—Mr. Onslow Ford’s

Memoria]

to the

last

named in University College.
Matpass, CHESHIRE. — Birthplace of Bishop Heber.

SomersBy, LincoLnsuirE.—Birthplace of the late poet

laureate, Lord Tennyson.
TEwkEsBuRY.—One of the places mentioned in Dickens’
‘Pickwick

Papers,” viz., The Hop Pole Hotel.

Lonvon.—House
described in Dickens’ ‘‘ Dombey
& Son’’ as the residence of Mr. Dombey (see the Daily
Mail, for July 30th, 1896, as to this and

other

places

in

London connected with Dickens’ works).
Lonpon, 1, DEVONSHIRE TERRACE.—House
for some
years occupied by Chas. Dickens, and in which he wrote
many of his works,
Lonpox, KENSINGTON.—Residence
of
Frederick Leighton.
Lonpon, Pavtack Gate. — Residence
Millais.
Lonpon,

Patace

the

late

of

GARDENS.—Residence

Sir
of

W.

Sir
John
M.

Thackeray.

Lonpon,

24, HoLLes

SrreEt.—Birthplace

of Lord

Byron.
Lonpon, 139, Park Ianr.-—Residence of Jast named.
Lonvon, Tux Priory, Norty Bank, REGENT'S Park.

—Residence of Mrs. Lewes (‘‘ George Eliot’).
Lonpon, KensaL GREEN (}EMETERY.—Graves of Leigh
Hunt, W. M. Thackeray, and Tom Hood.
Lonpon, HiagHcate CEMETERY.—Tomb of Mrs. Lewes

(‘‘ George Eliot ’’).

A valuable book to consult in undertaking
this work would be ‘Memorable
London
Houses,” by Wilmot Harrison, published by
Sampson Low & Co., though I am afraid that
photographers in ‘ taking” such places would
not find very artistic settings for many of the
houses

mentioned

in the work I have named;

but in doing such work they would not, of
course, take such subjects for the sake of their
esthetic

merits,

but

only

for

the

beauty

which,

in many

cases, would be very considerable.
A wide field for work of the same character
would be afforded by such countries as Austria,

Neen continuation of the article in the
;
{November issue of this journal
onder a similar heading, I give

4
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or

France, Germany, Switzerland, and other parts
of Italy to that mentioned
above, and an

enterprising photographer could profitably spend
several months in taking a continental tour with
such an

object, being provided, of course, with

a good outfit with R. R. lens.

The exercising

: of a certain amount of discretion

; less be necessary

would

doubt-

in doing such work, and it
would be necessary to make sure of the places
or objects chosen for production being really
what they purport to be.
Under such heading the monument at Berlin
to Goethe ; the one at The Hague to Spinoza
the pantheist;
and the one at Vienna
to

Beethoven, may be cited as examples of such
subjects ; though my remarks about the genuineness of such subjects would not, in such instances apply, as it would be quite prima facie.
I quite concur in the remarks made by the
writer of the letter signed ‘“‘ W.L.” in the issue
of this journal for September last, as to the

desirability of infusing the ‘‘ personal element ”’
into a series of lantern slide views of architecture or natural scenery, as I certainly think the
latter in particular will always possess an
additional charm when connected with some
person, the memory of whom, by virtue of the
pleasure or profit his life or works afford, is
worthy of being perpetuated.
The reader will observe that in writing this
and my former articles bearing on the same
subject I have had in mind the collection of
memorials of those persons who in their works
have dealt with the great emotions or principles
of life, and my reason for so doing is that I
have the idea that the majority of people take
comparatively little interest in the lives or
achievements of the monarchs and statesmen
whose statues are so often met with in different
parts of this and other countries, and which may
probably be accounted for by remembering that
political ideas are so much more liable to change
with the times than those relating to the vital
and eternally fresh emotions of the heart of
man, and the equally vital principles of his
intellectual life. In the first category may be
placed the names of such poets as Shelley and
Wordsworth, and in the second

the names

of

such artists as Leighton and Beethoven—the
one kind of artist appealing to one side of our
nature

and the other

to another

will be well not to over-estimate

side;

and it

the works of

the one at the expense of those of the other as
' a refining or civilising power.
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Architecture as a Subject for
Lantern Slides.—No. VI.
By

T.

PERKINS.

lS I generally use a lens which will
{|}
open out to {, and which is so
corrected that when stopped down
the plane of sharpest definition is
not

shifted,

as

is sometimes

the

case with inferior rapid rectilinears,
I seldom have much difficulty in
seeing what I have included on the
ground glass ; but in very dark buildings, a crypt
for instance, especially if the day is dull, I have

occasionally found it somewhat difficult to focus
correctly, and also to be certain as to how much I
have got in on the focusing screen. In such cases

I have found a candle, a box of matches

and a

piece of white paper, an envelope of a letter for
instance, most useful. By placing the candle
near the principal object, and the paper close
behind it so that it is brightly illuminated, I
can easily focus, and experience has taught
me how much it is necessary to stop down to
obtain sufficient depth and marginal definition.
It may be asked why I use the paper. It is
because I finda candle flame, owing to irradiation, a rather difficult object to focus accurately,
whereas the contrast between the image of the
paper and the darkness surrounding it not
being very great, I can get absolutely sharp
definition.
To discover how much I have got
in, I move the candle to the right and left
until its image falls at the margins of the plate,
and then move it up and down with a similar
object.
;
Sometimes I want to
;
photograph

or ceiling looking upwards.

a roof

In such cases I un-

screw the camera from the tripod, lie down with

my back on the floor, and holding the camera
above my eyes so that its distance from the
ground is equal to the height of the chair or
other resting place on which I intend to place
it, I focus as accurately as I can.
This done,
I cap the lens, insert the dark back, draw out the

shutter of the slide, and place the camera on its
back with the lens pointing vertically upwards,
and then make the exposure. If, however, the
roof is low, I measure the distance from floor to
it, and placing the camera so that its back is

at the same distance from some
same horizontal

plane, focus, and

object in the
then

having

prepared for the exposure in the same manner
as before, I place the camera with its back
It is easy to calculate how
upon the floor.

much of the roof I shall get in. For the length
of the portion of the roof taken in bears the same
ratio to the length of the plate as the distance
from the roof to the lens bears to the distance
of the lens from the plate. It will be near
enough if we take the third of these dimensions
to be equal to the distance from floor to roof
already measured, and the fourth dimension to
be the known focal length of the lens.
The
width of the part of the roof taken in may be
obtained in a similar way.
If too much or
too little is included, then I simply change the
lens for one of longer or shorter focus.
As a general rule for all subjects, whether
interior or exterior, wide angled lenses used

as to include

unpleasant

all they will

appearance

to

so

embrace, give an
the

perspective,

because they take in more than the eye can
grasp at one and the same time. Therefore I
avoid using them whenever I can, and if I wish
to include more of the view I get farther away,
unless any insurmountable obstacle prevents
me.. I saw a short time ago a picture of the
nave of a church taken with a very wide-angled
lens, and the appearance was as though the
line of arcading on either side were not straight,
but as if the nearer arches had been bent
outward.
To make a good picture it would be
necessary to use the trimming knife freely,
cutting away about a quarter of the entire
width from either side, or if the picture appeared
in the form

of a lantern

slide, to use a mask

with a narrow opening. The effect of endeavouring from a nearer point of view, by the use
of a wide-angled lens, to include the whole
exterior

of

a

church,

produces

the

appear-

ance of the building being much longer than it

really is, and making the nearer parts of it
look much larger in proportion to the distant
parts than they appear to look in nature.
For exterior work

sunlight is a great desideratum, as it brings out
the carving into bolder relief, though the full
blaze of a summer sun may sometimes be rather
too strong. It is needless to say that a view
should not be taken when the sun is immediately

behind the camera, as the advantage of the
shadows is then lost. Detail work here, as well

as inside, pleases me most. A single window or
doorway, the rich carving frequently found on the
porch—for old builders liked to put their richest
work where most people would see it—make
more interesting slides than general views; a
door

jamb,

a carved

capital

of the

same,

are

often worth taking, and so are the consecration
crosses, which are generally very interesting.
(To be continued.)
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Stage Scenery

strive

for Amateurs.

By A. M. HIDDON.

g NS
i
/G

OT unfrequently it happens that the
experienced lanternist is asked by
his friends to assist in the production of some amateur dramatic
or tableau vivant performance.
Limelight operator and gasman is
the réle generally accorded to him—a
post, it 18 needless to say, that the
majority of lantern operators are thoroughly
qualified to fulfil. In the following article,
therefore, nothing will be said concerning the
lighting of the stage; the writer's remarks will
be confined to another branch of the subject,
namely, stage scenery. No apologies, it is hoped,
will be needed for the introduction of this subject
into the pages of the Orrican Maaric Lantern
JOURNAL, because lanternists are just those very
persons who are brought into contact and
connected with societies and institutions where

to

show,

this

is

not

a

69
matter

of

either difficulty or expense.
The scenery
once made is easily stored away, and is
always useful, as it can be altered and changed
to any extent to suit different plays and
purposes.
Let it be supposed that the scene to
be constructed is the usual ‘‘ Morning Room”
of a farce, and that the width of the stage is from
20 to 25 feet. The first thing to do is to
construct the framework.
The material used
for this purpose is what is known as ‘slate
batten.” Its size is 2 inches by 3 inch and the

price at the timber yard will be from 1s, 8d. to
28. 6d. per 100 feet run. Before estimating the
quantity required it is necessary to decide what
height the scenery is to be. About 9 feet is the

amateur theatricals are by no means uncommon.

There is no reason why the lanternist should
confine himself to the limelight department only ;
in the majority of cases a lantern operator is
almost

sure to be a bit of a mechanic, and the

sort of man who can turn his hand to any job
in which a little patience and commonsense will
serve as substitutes for the trained artisan’s
experience and practice.
The sort of scenery here dealt with is that
which is required for the production of a farce
or one act comedy. In nine cases out of ten the
scenery will be the interior of a living room—
parlour, garret or kitchen, as the case may be.
Where stage scenery is unobtainable some sort
of makeshift can generally be arranged, but
hardly ever with satisfactory results. If the
performance takes place, as it often does, in a
room ordinarily used as a school-room or
lecture hall, probably familiar in its every-day
guise to most of the audience, the deception

is

far from complete, and the histrionic efforts of
the company are more hindered than helped by
their surroundings.
The joint apartment of
“Box

and

Cox,”

with

irremovable

lecture

diagrams or scripture texts on its walls, is more
than slightly incongruous ; again, doors in wrong
positions or altogether absent, windows which
for size and position are entirely foreign to their
indicated purposes, are some of the obstacles
which have to be contended against by amateurs
who venture on stage plays without scenery.
Now all
these

are

suitable

scenery,

and

by the
as

construction
this

article

of
will

OF

STAGE.

most suitable for ordinary lecture halls; of
course it can easily be less, but with slate battens
of the dimensions given, it would not be wise to
exceed 10 feet in height lest the frames be found
wanting in stiffness. Ifthe height of 8 to 10
feet be decided on, it will be best to obtain

the

battens in 12 feet lengths, as the odd foot or
two cut off each will come in useful in several
ways.
The scenery for the 25 feet room mentioned
will consist of five separate frames, each about
9 feet high and 6 feet wide. This gives a width
greater than the room itself, but the diagram
Suppose
shows how the frames are arranged.
that in the play selected, the stage directions
demand

obstacles

easily overcome

PLAN

A, B, C, D, R, the frames.
W, Walls of room.
S, front of stage.
N, curtain.
M, prompter, etc.
P, P, P, passage behind scenery.
F, 8, doors right and left.
J, fireplace.
K, entrance to conservatory.

that there

shall be ‘“‘two doors, one

right and one left, fireplace

to conservatory at back.’’

in centre, entrance

The diagram of the
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ground plan of scenery will show
in which the
frames

are

the manner

arranged,

and their respective uses, etc.

In this diagram,

for the sake

different

of clearness, the

frames

or “ flats,” as they are called, are not joined
and in close contact, as, of course, they should

be when in place.
(To be continued.)
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Is Photography in Natural Colours
Probable ?
By

W.

H.

GOLDING.

\ HE

remarkable strides made during
recent years in our knowledge of
natural laws, and their application

oS
\eey)

to practical purposes, render great
caution necessary in pronouncing
as to the probability of any further

gi

advance;

since

many

results,

which

would have been regarded, well within
the recollection of many now living, as utterly
impossible, and almost beyond the wildest
dreams of the enthusiast, have not only been
attained, but have become so familiar as to be
ranked among the common-places of daily life.
Tt would, indeed, be rash to assert, in face of
such facts, and in view of the surprising effects

recently produced in this direction, that photography in natural colours was impossible, but
it may fairly be asked whether such a result is
likely to be reached by methods of working
resembling those ordinarily employed in the
photographic art.
By photography in natural colours is meant,
for our

present

purpose,

the production,

by

photographic methods alone, of a single picture,
which shall depict natural objects in the colours
which they present to the eye, without the subsequent application of any dye, stain, or
pigment, and without the necessity of combining two or more pictures, or of viewing them
through special glasses or coloured media of
any kind. How far are ordinary photographic
methods capable of being applied in this
direction ?
It is to be kept in mind that the processes
hitherto employed depend upon the chemical
action of the rays of light upon compounds,
usually of silver or one of the allied metals,
which are sensitive to, or tuned to the vibration
period of, the rays which affect them; so that

the colourless or almost colourless compound is
decomposed or shaken asunder, the metal being

reduced in the form of a more or less dark
deposit, and the haloid or non-metallic element
being set free to escape into the atmosphere, or
to enter into other combinations, the developers
used being adapted to promote these changes in
the film once acted upon by the light rays.
It is true that the silver or other salts usually
employed, such as the bromides, chlorides, and
iodides, are sensitive mainly tothe invisible ultraviolet rays of the spectrum, and to those which
produce in the eye violet and blue light, and are
scarcely if at all affected by those more
brilliantly luminous rays which produce the
effect of red and yellow light. It is also wellknown that Captain Abney and other workers
in this field have succeeded in so modifying the
condition of some of the salts of silver as to
render them sensitive to these more luminous
rays, and that isochromatic plates, for example,
have come into frequent use in
photographing

coloured

objects;

but supposing that a plate can be prepared
which shall so respond to all the rays of
the visible spectrum as to give to each its
full effect.in decomposing the silver salts, and
that we have successfully overcome the difficulty
in the way of providing a ‘dark room ”’ in which
such a plate can be developed without exposing
it to an action of light which would interfere
with the perfection of the resulting image, the
question still remains, can the impression thus
secured

be caused

to reflect from, or transmit

through, each portion of its surface just those
rays which produced the metallic deposit on
that part, so that the transmitted

light, if the

picture be viewed as a transparency or used as
a lantern slide, or that reflected from its surface
if it be examined as an opaque image, shall

accurately reproduce to the eye the colours of
the objects represented ?
Most of the experiments already recorded,
as well as the probabilities of the case, appear
to show that the colour of the picture, or of
any part of it, depends upon that of the reduced
metal, and not upon the particular rays which
caused its separation from the original colourless
compound contained in the sensitive film; so
that the picture, by whatever set of rays any
part of it has been produced, simply represents,
in varying degrees of light and shade, the
photographic or actinic energy of the rays of
light which fell upon the plate, and if all parts
of the landscape or other objects depicted were
equally illuminated, or reflected light of equal
reducing power, the deposited metal would be
equally dark and dense in every part, and no
image at all would be visible.
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PROJECTION

BY...

Ghe Oitagrap

Numerous

and

Eloquent

Testimonials,

Press

Opinions,

etc., at the disposal

of Buyers.

We claim the following qualities for it, and are prepared to substantiate them.

Receives

Does
Will
Is as
Any

Kinetoscope films and all others of same width and perforation.
not tear or spoil the films.
photograph in any weather.
small and portable as a hand camera.
powerful source of light can be adapted that buyers may select.

Stock always on hand for prompt delivery.
Large sto~k of films always 0a hand.
just published :

SERIES

New subjects every month.

New

Lenses,

EXTRA

a few

of the most

interesting

Ill, at £5.

Christmas in Alsace.
Soldier and Nurse.
Fun in the Barracks.
Artist and Model.
Temptation of St. Antoine
HIGH

The following are

POWER,

(£6).

1, 2, 23, 23-inch focus, suitable

For further information, apply to the Manufacturers—

CLEMENT
8 and

10, Rue

for all machines.

& GILMER

de Malte,

PARIS.
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The conclusion to which these considerations

appear to lead is, that photography in natural

colours is scarcely likely to be attained by any
which depend on the reduction of
silver salts, and the deposition of a finely divided
film of metal; the metal itself being the same
in every part of the picture, and only varying
in the quantity or density of the deposit at any
'
point of the surface.
methods

All the processes so far disclosed, including those

most recently announced, so far as their nature
has been made known, appear to depend either
on the uge of two or more pictures, each representing one colour or set of colours, and the

whole caused to combine by some optical
method, so as to appear to the eye as one;
upon the use of specially coloured media through
which images otherwise colourless may be
viewed; or upon some after treatment of the
photographic imiage, by which it may be stained,
or caused to take up colouring matter applied
to it in some way, so as to impart

tints

which

the original photograph did not possess.
It may be that some process analogous to the
toning of prints by chloride of gold may pro-

duce the desired effects, but

unless they can be

obtained in a single picture to be viewed in the
ordinary way by the unassisted eye, the problem
of photography in natural colours can scarcely
be said to have

been

solved, however

excellent

the results attained by the means already
referred to, and however hopeful their further
developments may seem to be.

fe
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How to Choose an Acetylene Gas
Generator for Lantern Work.
R.

By

MOSS.

(Continued from page 52.)

NLY two cisterns, or rather a double
one is required, in the second

PY

system, eee Fig. III. The carbide
is placed in the same vessel which
is to contain the gas, the water
being forced down from the carbide
into the outer cistern by the direct
pressure

of

the

gas,

as

soon

as

sufficient
has been produced;
the upper
end of generator and gas-holder is secured by a
gas-tight door. There are several modifications
of these arrangements, but what I have sketched
out are the main and general principles upon
which English made generators are constructed.

The

question

now

is, which principle is most

suitable for lantern work ?
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As previously stated, either or any will do for
a fixed

lantern,

as acetylene is perfectly safe when
used
under any of these conditions; but when it
is required to be taken from place to place
then portability is an essential.
I would
here caution lanternists against trying to use
too small an apparatus; avery small gas-holder
is sufficient to supply two burners when working
smoothly,

carbide

but—and

will

not

here comes

always

the rub—the

work

gently and
regularly, and if the holder be not of sufficient
capacity, the gas will escape into the room, and
people will know it. Carbide possesses in some
degree one of the properties of lime, viz., when
once wetted it continues to decompose until dry
or exhausted ; occasionally also the gas comesoff

with a rush, it must go somewhere, and as most

apparatus—to prevent over-pressure—have

arraugement which

an

acts as a safety valve, the

surplus gas escapes into the room, bubbling up
through the water and producing a scare among
the audience as well as a rather unpleasant
smell ; this can all be avoided by a generator of

suitable dimensions, but there is no necessity
for it to be too large. By observation and
experiment I have found the following to be a
safe rule. The capacity of the gas-holder should
be equal in cubic inches to the superficial area
(in square inches) of the carbide cage, multiplied by 70 to 90; thus if the carbide cage be
4 inches

in diameter,

area

12-5

inches—the

capacity of the gas-holder should be from 875
(12:5 by 70) to 1125 (12-5 by 90) cubic inches, or 8
inches diameter and from 18 to 20 inches deep.

The rule is of course modified by the amount of
pressure.
In the case of a light gasometer the
maximum capacity would be none too much,
while with a heavy gasometer or water pressure
the minimum would be ample.
In choosing a generator two very
important

should be considered:

elements

First,

the

room

being

dark, there
must be nothing
about the
apparatus which would allow of the working
parts being affected by an accidental blow, or
by someone stumbling against it; secondly,
whatever pattern generator is used, it should be.
provided with easy means of re-charging without
seriously affecting the light, especially as it is
possible, and even probable, that some of the carbide may be unproductive of gas. I have been
forcibly reminded of this upon more than one
occasion, and with carbide from three different
sources ; once, in particular, I was testing a new

apparatus.

I charged with $ lb.of carbide in one

lump, but not a sign did it give. After wasting
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about an hour in thoroughly examining

every

part of the generator, for it was

com-

a rather

decompose.

Well, this is how it would

work;

when using two burners in a two burner
plicated one, and finding nothing amiss, I at
generator the supply of gas about balances the
last took out the carbide, and found it, well—
consumption, the carbide being moistened a
stone, nothing more or less. This was my first
certain distance at each ebb and flow or dip
experience, but as it has been repeated, I now
and lift, as the case may be. Now, it is easily
never depend upon one piece, but always use
seen that when using a bi-unial with four
two, three, or more.
Still, as one cannot put
burners, they are sometimes, with effects, etc.,
in a pound and a half when a pound is all on at once. To supply this extra demand,
enough, and, in fact, is the full charge for : a very much larger quantity of the carbide is
lantern size, it is wise to be prepared for | brought under the influence of the water than
recharging, if necessary.
While on this subis really necessary before a sufficient excess of
ject, I would advise lanternists to avoid | gas is present to repel the water or lift the
generators which still hold about half a cubic
gasometer.
Therefore,
when
the operator
foot of air when
with the water.

the carbide comes in contact
This will take ten minutes or

returns to the normal two lights, more gas will
be produced than can be consumed or than the

fat

yh

fg
9
NS

more

to burn

out

before

a decent

light

into

the room ;

is | holder can contain.
Sequel: Bubbling, scares,
and odours.
and as a considerable amount of gas must | Still another important item in choosing
escape with it, the result must be anything but
a generator is the quantity of water required to
pleasant.
' work it. This should, of course, be as little
Another important point is, never drive — as possible. I know of a generator much
a generator above the normal lighting capacity.
advocated for lantern work, which, though it
Thus, if the makers claim that it will supply
will only supply two burners, requires getting on
two lights for a given time,
for twenty gallons, or well over a hundred weight
of water. I have also seen one which only
do not attempt to burn
needs about three gallons, but will supply two
four for half that period, or, in other words,
burners for two hours, or twelve as long as the
do not expect a generator suitable only for : carbide lasts; but after using twelve or six, try
a single to give satisfactory results with a
and reduce the number.
Well, I have before
bi-unial; better reverse the order, it can be
stated what will happen.
done safely and without risk of inconvenience. |
These are two extremes, neither being really
Let me try to explain. I stated just now , Suitable for lantern work. The most reliable
obtained, or it must be let out

that

carbide

once

wetted

would

continue

to | will be about half way between;

but as even
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two View
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”
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PARTICULARS,

BLAIR CAMERA
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Makers of the Celebrated “ Hawkmoth,"

>,

100/-

LONDON.

for Positive. With or Without Perforation.
RAPID, and PERFECTLY
CUT.

FOR

HOLBORN,

‘‘ Hawkeye”

PLATES,

TO—

COMPANY, LTD.,
LONDON, W.C.

and other Cameras;

a

net 59/10

PICTURES.
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Shutter;
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5
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with Hundreds of Illustrations, FREE.
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Specialities for use with CINEMATOGRAPH
NEW MODEL

PORTABLE

ELECTRIC ARC LAMPS

For use in an Optical Lantern on the ordinary jet pin, with rackwork
regulate distance between the carbons, and adjustment for angle.

Price

S82

12s.

to

Od.

Special Mixed Jet of Very High Candle-Power
Made on an improved model, with the Noakes’ Patent Intermediate Regulators and rack adjustment
for lime, as used at the Royal Albert Hall to illuminate a 43-ft. disc.

Price

Films

for

S2

2s.

Od.

Cinematographs.

A large variety of subjects to select from, both Coloured and Plain.
The

CINVICTA”

PRICES

AND

LISTS

IMPROVED

eichahve ucla wader

ON

MAHOGANY

OIL

LANTERN,

with

polished

mahogany body, moulded door, and brass window, 4-inch Condenser,
and compound achromatic front lens, with flashing shutter.
Complete
The

above

Lantern

in

Case

-

£3

7s.

Gd.

can

be fitted: for limelight if |The Noakes’ Patent Intermediate Gas Regulator,
desired at the same price.

Giving perfect control
over the gas, and
preventing all noise
and
roaring
when
using compressed gas.

Taare

yee

=
WW

| i

rae

/

Price 4s, each.

UAT
tt

These can be fitted
to any jet, either in
place of, or to act in

=

ball bal

ae

IAA
”

conjunction with the

—4

existing
jet taps.

ITT

Large stock of Lanterns, Triple, Bi-unial,and Single. Lantern Accessories, Slides for Hire or Purchase
and Photographic Apparatus.
Full particulars on application to

NOAKES

EkLate

INVENTORS,

&

D.

NORMAN,

NOAKES

PATENTEES,

AND

&

SON,

MANUFACTURERS

OF

Improved Magic Lanterns, Dissolving View and Limelight Apparatus, Slides, etc.,
PHOTOGRAPHIC
LENSES,
CAMERAS,
etc.,

South London Works, 28, Nelson St., Greenwich, London,
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this will weigh about fifty to sixty pounds, the
apparatus should be fitted with a pair of strong

laterally so as to make the discs overlap, and
one of them could be moved along a slide to
handles, so that it could be filled outside ; vary its distance
In the
from the screen.
and carried into the building, and also carried
Pamphengos four-wick lamp, the best crystal
out again to be emptied.
; oil procurable was used, and the wicks were
Last, but by no means least, it is best to
carefully dried and trimmed just before being
have an apparatus of such working pressure
placed in the holders.
that it is never really used to the full extent of
The Welsbach burner was of the usual
its power, as with such there is little risk
pattern (C’’), and fitted with a silvered
of over-production of gas and consequent inconreflector behind ; the acetylene burner consisted
venience.
In addition, a good pressure will
of two Bray’s No. 00000 enamel union burners
keep the burners free from clogging up with
screwed into a horizontal tube of 2-inch apart.
only partially consumed carbon, and a much
The flame of the front one was broadside to the
brighter lightis obtained. The risk of the back
condenser ; that of the back one was edgeways.
burner smoking is also lessened with a really
A silvered reflector was fitted behind the back
good pressure.
burner.
It will be remembered that in the opening
1. Comparison of the Welsbach with the
paragraph of my article I stated that it was my
acetylene burner :—(a) Blank discs were thrown
intention to speak of the principles of some
upon the screen, and the lights adjusted for
generators made and obtainable in England.
centering.
The Welsbach disc, though fainter,
I have done so, I believe, in an impartial manner,
was decidedly more evenly illuminated.
(6)
but I would here state that the diagrams illusDuplicates of the same lantern slide were placed
trating these principles are not those of any
one in each lantern, and the images projected
generators now manufactured, though apparatus
side by side on the screen.
The acetylene
working upon these lines (but, of course, with
picture was much the brightest, though the
many improved details) may be obtained,
Welsbach rendering was purer and whiter.

Fig. 1, are advertised in the Orrican

Lantern

Maaic

JourNnAL by Acetylene Gas Company,

Messrs. Thorn & Hoddle, and A. & J. Smith.
Fig. 2, from Messrs. Real, Holliday & Sons,
Huddersfield ; and Fig. 3, from Calcium Carbide

Company, Cheapside, and Messrs. Bayley & Sons,
Poole.
I hope that the few suggestions thus
roughly

thrown

out will enable

lanternists

to

choose from among obtainable generators what
will best suit their requirements, and also give
an impetus to the improvement of design and
construction.

(c) The discs were made to overlap, and their
relative brightness was tested by Rumford‘s
shadow method, a rod being held about 6 inches
from the screen in the overlapping portion of
the discs, and the distance of one of the lanterns

altered until the shadows were equal in intensity.
This was found rather difficult, owing to the
difference in quality of the lights; the acetylene giving a brownish, the Welsbach a cold
grey shadow.
The distance of each lantern
from the screen was
calculation gave :

measured, and the usual

Acetylene: Welsbach: : 1 : 0°77 (nearly).
The burners were then taken out of the
lanterns, and the naked lights (without
Oil-Incandescent Gas—Acetylene.
reflectors) were tested photometrically in the
same way. Result:
Acetylene: Welsbach: : 1 : 0°65 (nearly).
esting setae from the writer,
E. R. P., who informs us that |
2. Comparison of the acetylene burner with
he has also communicated them : the paraffin lamp (4-wick Pamphengos):—The
Pamphengos lamp was substituted for the
to the editor of the English
Mechanic
:—
Welsbach in one lantern, and similar trials were
made. (a) The Pamphengos disc was the more
I have been testing the comparative
value of the above three second-class
evenly illuminated of the two; but the colour
lantern iJluminants, and an outline of the
was much yellower than that of the acetylene
results may perhaps be useful.
burner.
(4) The lantern slides were similarly
Two Pamphengos lanterns were used, precontrasted in tint, though nearly equal in
cisely similar in optical arrangements.
They
brightness. The Pamphengos lamp gave a clear
were placed on stands near each other, so as
warm-tinted picture; the acetylene, a bright
white image, much superior in every respect.
to throw discs about 4 feet diameter side by
side on the same screen. They could be shifted
It was like looking at objects in the same room;

Ss

=
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(a) by fire-light,

(b) by day-light.

(c) The

shadows of the rod were so different in tint
that it was difficult to match them in intensity ;
but the result of several trials gave :
Acetylene: paraffin: : 1 : 0:88

It was a little difficult to secure the steadiness
of the parafiin flame, and one of the trials gave
a decidedly better value for it. Comparisons of
the naked flames gave nearly the same results.
3. Comparison of the Welsbach with the
Pamphengos lamp :—The Welsbach burner was
substituted for the acetylene burner in one
lantern, and tested against the Pamphengos
lamp in the same way.
(a) The remarkable whiteness of the Welsbach
light was well demonstrated, it also gave a
rather more evenly illuminated disc than the
paraffin flame.
(b) The Welsbach burner, in
spite of its inferior intensity, showed up the
lantern slide quite as well as the Pamphengos,
on account of the pure whiteness of its light.
(c) In this case, as in the previous one, the
shadows were so very different in tint (paraftin
lamp a warm brown, Welsbach a bluish grey)
that it was impossible to bring them accurately
to the same intensity. The mean results were
Paraffin lamp: Welsbach: : 1 : 0°74.
The Pamphengos lamp was also tried against
another parafiin 4-wick lamp (Stocks’ patent).
When both were worked up to their best, there
was very little to choose between them ; perhaps

the Pamphengos was slightly the whiter flame
of the two, The impression left on my mind

by the above trials is that acetylene is decidedly
the best second-class lantern illuminant yet out,

both as to purity and intensity of light.
Its
safety and manageability are distinct questions,
about which I may have something to say
later on.
(To be continued.)

a T piece, the gas passing up the stem
striking the cross-piece between the

and
two

burners,

and

THREE-BURNER

To prevent smoking of the back burner when
using acetylene lantern fittings, a simple device
has been brought out by R. J. Moss & Co.,
Abingdon. The burners, instead of being fixed
at the end of a pipe are placed at either end of

ACETYLENE

FITTING.

In the new one the burners

are placed side by side in the
form

shown

in cut.

We

have not yet tried it, but
the makers

inform us that

the new form possesses
great advantages over the
old
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The following List, relating to current Patent Applications, 1s compiled expressly for the ‘‘ Optical Magic Lantern
Journal” by W. P. Thompson & Co., Patent Agents, of
822, High Holborn, London, W.C., to whom all enquiries
for further information should be addressed.

No.

Recent PaTENT
17th

4396.

improved portable acetylene gas generator.
18th February, 1897.
LL. Southerns.
Improvements in the cinematograph, the cinemato-

4761.
4781.

4790,

February,

1897.

APPLICATIONS.

4282.

4734.

GAS.

pressure

powerful burner than they have hitherto sold.

| 4520,

ACETYLENE

the

Messrs. Thorn & Hoddle have introduced a more

4488.

FOR

equalising

existing lantern fittings. The same firm have
also a new pattern of complete lantern fittings,
wherein each burner is controlled by a separate
tap. It is also fitted with an improved shape
reflector which it is claimed gives increased
light.

4424,

BURNER

thus

obviating all risk of smoking from this cause ;
by means of an elbow it can be screwed on to

KE. L. Carr.

A new

or

graphic camera and the like.
18th February, 1897. E. Gossartand H. Chevallier.
Improvements in or relating to means for
producing and burning acetylene.
19th February, 1897.
T. R. Fowler.
Improvements in and connected with apparatus for
the manufacture of acetylene gas.
19th February, 1897. C. Beck and A. C. Edwards.
Improvements in apparatus for photographing and exhibiting so-called animated
photographs.
22nd February, 1897.
E. Barillot and C. C.
Leclaire.
Improvements in or relating to
the storage of acetylene gas.
22nd

February,

1897.

P.

A.

M.

Lacroix.

An

improved automatic apparatus for producing
acetylene gas.
22nd February, 1897. A.J. Boult. Improvements
in or relating to the production of acetylene
gas. (E. Melin France.)
28rd February, 1897. F.H. Smith. Anacetylene
gas lamp.
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ANIMATED PHOTOGRAPHS.

RIGGS KINEMATOGRAP
(PATENTED),

Gives Best Results of any Preigctor on the Market.
® 8 ®B

aia
Cannot Damage Films

am

No Breakdowns

Always Sharp

Failure Impossible

No Flicker

Film can be taken out

Picture Always Same jim

any part of its

Spot on Screen

length

Bright Pictures

Films can be put in

No Jump

a

BS

®@

oe

in less than
5secs.

—

® @ ®

FILMS—LARGE STOCK, ACTUAL MANUFACTURERS.
——_—

oo

Intending

Buyers should see this machine.
This machine
is acknowledged, wherever shown, to be the BEST.
This
machine, having been on the market for some considerable
time, has every improvement that experience can suggest:
ee

J. H. RIGG, SKINNER
WORKS—Cross
Sole

Sale Agency for the

Stamford

Street

U.S.A., Messrs, HAWTHORNE

LANE,
and Telephone

& SHEBBLE,

LEEDS,
Street.

106, Chesnut

St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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RILEY

BROTHERS,

55 & 57, Godwin ore

Bradford.

16, Beekman

eect New

—

Riley's. ‘Marvellous. ‘Kineoptoscope
for Projecting Animated Photographs.
For both Single and Double Lanterns.
IT. rojectors (only) from £10 each.
Projector and Apparatus complete
Can be seen in London, at our Agents.
The greatest success in the market.
from £17.

THE MARVELLOUS “PRAESTANTIA” LANTERN, £4 4s,,
Still holds the field.

Cannot be equalled, and has never beenexcelled.

THE
For both Single and Double

Lantern
THE

LAWSON

Lanterns.

Outfits.

Have no Ay

Price

It has the largest sale of any nee in the world.

SATURATOR
in the market.

SIMPLE,

SAFE,

and

POWERFUL.

Projecting

Films.

: O and £6:10:0.

£2:

eee

Slides.

And every Lantern requisite of the very best quality, and on the easiest terms.

WORLD-WIDE

LANTERN

50 Slides loaned for 3s.

RILEY

BROS.,

SLIDE

CIRCULATING

Send for Catalogues, 6d.

55 & 57, Godwin

LIBRARY.

Hire Lists free.

No

equal.

Street, Bradford.

London Agents for Kineoptoscopes—O. SICHEL & CO., 47, Oxford Street.

McKELLEN’ S CAMERAS.
The

New

Magazine

Hand

Camera

“THE INFALLIBLE,”
McKellen's

Latest

Patent.

McKELLEN’S
. .
DOUBLE-PINION TREBLE PATENT GAMERA,
Send

McKELLEN’S

for Descriptive

Book,

Free.

full size FINDER, combined with
will shortly be ready.

‘The

Infallible,”

Sole. Manufacturers—

THOMPSON & CO,, 4, Bull's Head Yard, MANCHESTER,
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4906.

4987.

5051.
5445.

5632.
5756.

23rd February, 1897. Sir H. Grubb, Knight. Improved mode of, and apparatus for taking
serial photographs, and projecting such
photographs.
24th February. 1897.
G. A. E. Rousset and A.
Cobler. Improvements in apparatus for the
production of acetylene.
25th February, 1897. A. W. Holden and F. W.
Brown.
Improvements in acetylene gas
generators and ometers.

6739 of 1896.

Bayley. Generating andstoring acetylene
gas.
12662 of 1896. Tobler. Automatic generation and distribution of acetylene gas.
27585 of 1896. Werner. Taking and exhibiting photographs in series.
Mills (Lumiére & Lumiére). Obtaining
and viewing chromo-photographic pictures.
189 of 1897, Trendeland Mucke. Producing acetylene

7801 of 1896.

1st March, 1897.
G. Baldwin and C. Crastin.
Improvements in apparatus for the manufacture of acetylene gas.

3rd March, 1897.

A. Y. Morton.

328 of 1897.

5800.
5913.
6078.

6202.

6271.
6439.

6442

6536.
6538.
6548,

holder for acetylene

and

other gases.
Complete.
4th March, 1897.
F.E.Ives.
Improvements in
the projection on to a screen of photographs
in colours and apparatus therefor.

5th March, 1897.

H. EH. Alexandre.

An improved

apparatus for the manufacture of acetylene
gas. Complete.
8th March, 1897.
A.J. Boult. Improvements in
or relating to apparatus for the production
ofacetylenegas. (Francois Janssens, France.)
9th March, 1897. A.J. Boult. Improvements in
or relating to apparatus for photographing
and reproducing objects in motion.
(A. F.
Parnalard, France.)
10th March, 1897.
A. Guasco.
An improved
apparatus for producing acetylene gas.
11th March, 1897.

EK. P. Allam, G. C. Calvart and

J. Fleming. Improvements in or connected
with apparatus or machines for taking and
projecting animated photographs.
llth March, 1897.
R. H. Edwards.
Improvements in or relating to apparatus for use in
taking a series of photographs in rapid
succession, or for use in exhibiting the same
by projection on a screen or in other suitable
manner—known as animated photography.
12th March, 1897. F. Bernstein. Improvements
in or relating to apparatus for exhibiting
consecutive pictures or views.

12th March. W. R.
for generating
12th March.
R. F.
for producing

Complete.

Biss. An improved apparatus
and storing acetylene gas.
Faure.
Improved apparatus
acetylene gas.

SPECIFICATIONS

PUBLISHED.

& Co., Patent Agents, 322, High Holborn, London, W.C.

3777 of 1896.

Short. Means for giving intermittent
motion toa strap or film for taking or exhibiting photographs.
4841 of 1896. Johnson (Latham). Apparatus for exhibiting pictures of moving objects by projecting
them on to a screen.
6503 of 1896. De Bedts. Chromo-photographic kinetoscopic and lantern projection apparatus,

6719 of 1896.

Quelle.

Acetylene gas generation.

Reitmeyer

(Cerckel).

Acetylene

generation
29843 of 1896.

5759 of 1896.

Mills

(Boulade,

Boulade

Arc lamp for projection.

and

gas

Pascal)

Symons.
Movable devices for producing
optical illusion changes.

3%

ACETYLENE GAS.
To the Editor.
Dear

S1r,—I

have

read with

much

interest

all the

letters and articles that have appeared in your journal

during last year and up to the present time.
Mr. R. Moss’s letters strike me as being the most
practical, understanding, as he appears to do, the proper
and safest apparatus and how to work it.
I thought I should like to hear what Sir V D. Majendie
had to say upon the subject, and in reply to my enquiry
I received a printed memo. from the Secretary of
State dealing with carbide of calcium, which I recommend to the perusal of all interested in the manufacture
and use of acetylenc gas.
He speaks of the carbide
throwing off a highly inflammable gas when in contact
with any moisture as being powerfully explosive under
even elight compression, and unless carefully manufactured from suitable materials is liable to contain
impurities, rendering the acetylene gas liable to spontaneous ignition. Grave risk, he asserts, may arise from

the heat developed by a too rapid conversion of the
carbide into acetylene gas, from escape or leakage of gas,
or from not allowing a free passage of the gas into the
holder, and so causing excess of pressure in the generator.
From the foregoing, it is evident that there are several
dangers attending the manufacture and use of this gas,
and it is a question whether until more is known about
its perfect control, it would not be better to place the

gasometor outside the window of the room used for
exhibition.
Hoping that your correspondents may continue to give

us the benefit of their experience,
I am, yours truly,
Ss. L. C OCKS.

Diss, Norfolk,
March 13th, 1897

Copies of the following specifications may be obtained by
remitting I/- for ,cach specification to W. P. Thompson

29500 of 1896.

Forming acetylene gas.

3& Gorrespondence.

H. R. Bean and H. Ringwood.

and

Zimmerman.

Optical lantern

An improved combined automatic generator,

condenser,

g as.

20:

slide registering apparatus.

4th March, 1897.
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ACETYLENE
.

Dear

GAS USERS

& FIRE

To the Editor.
Sir,—Having taken a great

INSURANCES,
interest

in the

various stages of improvements that have been made in
generators for acetylene gas during the past twelve
months, and having conducted many experiments with
same, I was much taken back when

I learnt the details

that the ‘Associated Fire Offices’? have adopted for
observance in all premises where acetylene gas is
generated or employed; any violation of which rules
will vitiate policies issued by the companies represented
where the loss is occasioned by acetylene gas. The
following three are briefly to the point :—
1, That the storage of calcium carbide, liquid acetylenc
and
(or) acetylene gas, and
every
apparatus, whether portable or otherwise, for
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)

the generation of such gas must be only in a
building detached at least 10 feet at the nearest

2.

point from every other building.
That suitable valves or devices for controlling the
pressure of the gas must be placed inside the

3.

detached building, and a cut-off provided between
such building and the building supplied with
the gas.
That in addition to the above, the piping in the
building in which the gas is used must be provided with a pipe outlet into the open air
controlled by a safety device, s0 arranged as to

Jet the gas escape outside the building whenever
the pressure of the gas exceeds 4 ounces to the
square inch.
I am further informed that ‘' the offices agreed not to
admit liability for explosion of acetylene gas occurring
elsewhere than in the building which is, or the contents
of which are, the subject of the insurance.”
From the above it is to be observed that the first of the
rules would,as it stands, appear to prevent the use of
small generators in dwellings for consumption on the
premises, and also of lamps constructed with gencrating
chambers, of which one at least has been patcnted in
this country.
Having recently come to the conclusion of the great
advantages of this light, I had made arrangements to
carry out on a very large scale the adoption of acetylene
gas, but was fortunate cnough to countermand the contract beforc being definitely settled, or it would have
possibly put upon my hands a useless article. I consider
that the majority will agree that these are somewhat
stringent rulcs, and I trust that the manufacturers of the

generators and carbide will make it their business to try

at once and gct them modified, because, after all, is there

this danger in its use that one hears so much about, any
more than there is in the various modes of usages of
other

gases?

After

a lengthened

emphatically say, No!

generator, and the same

experience,

I should

If one is using a good make
care

be taken

with the use

of
of

acetylene that is required with gases (say) under pressure,
that there should be no need of these strenuous rules now
put into force.
I trust Mr. Editor I am not taking up too much space

in my mild growl, but I do think that this is a matter
that should be placed on sounder grounds than that
already given.
Yours truly, LANTERNIST.
(We understand that within the past week or two
certain insurance companies have agreed to permit of the

use, in @ room, ofa small'generator for lantern work.—Ep ]

INSURANCE

COMPANIES

AND

To the Editor.

ACETYLENE.

Dear S1r,—It may interest your readers to know that
the insurance companies are climbing down with regard to
acetylene, and that small generators may be used inside
insured buildings without infringing insurance rules as
formerly.

The carbide must be kept in two pound tins, and some
other ridiculous restrictions are added; but as these are
only provisional rules we expect in a week or two that,
given a proper generator and the carbide kept in strong
tins or drums, no objections, from an insurance point of
view, will be made.

The companies very properly refuse to sanction the
use of liquid acetylene.
Faithfully yours, A. & J. SMITH.
23 & 25, St. Nicholas Street,
and 191, Union Street, Aberdeen.

March 18th, 1897,

BIRLA
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HanppBook

To

Hazell, Watson

R

e ARR

Goruic

AS

ARcHITECTURE. — London:

& Viney, Limited.

The

author of this

work, the Rev. T. Perkins, M.A., has written this book
partly with a view to giving certain information
respecting the most satisfactory conditions for photographing architectural subjects. In upwards of 200
pages, the author, who is a well-known authority on
architecture and archeology, imparts valuable historical
information in an easy readable style, which keeps the
attention of the reader rivetted to the subject from
beginning to end. The book is profusely illustrated with
artistic half-tone photographic reproductions.
20:

QE Ce ke

y
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1
;

9LOVUY
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Peles

~

and

Queries.

OARS

;

Constant Reader.—The rule in the past has been double
in winter and single in summer.
The amount
scription provides for this. Twopence in future.

of sub-

H. G. Madan.—Thanks for your communications ; they
are of great interest.

T. I. P. (Trinidad).—(1) It is probable that the arm of
microscope carrying the objective has got bent a little
out of centre; if this is so the remedy is obvious.
‘The
alternating current is not good for micro-projection,
having two arcs which are more or less travelling about,
and thus it is impossible to keep the light in so small a
spt as is necessary with high powers. (2) Weare unable
,; to supply any information about the syndicate ; everything is very much of a secret at present.
(3) Since the
date of your letter, you would have seen several advertisements and notices re animated photographs in the past
few numbers of this journal.
J. A. Dizon —Thanks for particulars; see notes,
G. H. Philp.—Letter was at once forwarded.
To Readers.—In

our

columns

for February,

1893, an

announcement was made in connection with the National
Lantern Slide Exchange at 20, Parsonage, Westleigh,
Leigh, Lancs.
Mr. Ch. Kirkham, of 29, Derby-street,
Leck, writes to inquire whether it is yet in existence, as

he would be glad of information as he sent in a number
of slides. Perhaps some of our readers may be able to
give some information.
we
N. R.—The appliance is cheap, and‘we doubt if it is
| worth repairing. Anyhow, a satisfactory job could not
be made of it.
‘“* French” says: ‘‘ I have ruled two glasses for adjusting
the discs of my bi-uniallantern, and try how!
will I
cannot get them

fastened in the frames with such true-

ness as is necessary. How is it done? Ans.—If you take,
say, two sensitive lantern plates, and first of all fasten

them

in the frames, you can, by means of a carpenter’s

gauge, scratch

the necessary

lines

on

each, using the

outer edge of the top and end only. Mark the same lines
on both plates before altering the gauge for the next line.
One edge from which the measurement was made should
rest on the runner, and the other in the stop at end.
F, Morgan.—We do not know if the firm is now in

existence, but they used to have extensive premises in
Sunderland. Have you written to them ?
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CINEMATOGRAPHS.
Most

Wonderful

LARGEST

STOCK

IN ENGLAND.

MACHINES
Liberal

Trade

Subjects.

prosection

Discount.

9394442444424444444444444444444444444644444444444444444044444444446440460464
0464444089

LIST

ON

APPLICATION—

PHILIPP WOLFF,
9

BERLIN.
PARIS.
& 10, Southampton
HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON,

Street,
W.C.
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HUGHES’ Marvellous PAMPHENGOS.
NoSmell.
ge
Over
3,000

PRICES OF LAMP-£2 2s,

No

er

Smoke,
The

PA

Vi PH

Sold.

£1 10s.

NOTE.
E N G OS

*%
Hat ag

4-inch Condensers
Objectives,

mitting all the Rays of Light to the Screen possible.

No

£1 1s.
trans-

It is a much mistaken

notion to imagine that 43 inch Condensers and long focus 23 inch diameter
Front Lenses give more light on the screen than the others. This is not correct.
Theoretically or practically, there is loss of Light, particularly manifest
where oil flame is the illuminant.

Broken

Glasses.

Mr. Hughes’ CHALLENGE

Hi

(Now of 16 Years’) still holds good to prove that the

MARVELLOUS

PAMPHENGOS
Is the

Most

Perfect

and Finest

O.l- Lighted
Lantern
Extant.
EASY
and SIMPLE
to
WORK,

mot

and

Best

of all,

REUIABLE
SAFE.

the

and

WHY
IS THE PAMPHENGOS
SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHER OILLIGHTED LANTERNS? — SIMPLY
THIS:

Because

it

is

not

necessary

to

trenk up the air currents near the entrance
of Lantern, or to place any perforated

shield behind the Pamphengos Lamp, which
would be an abundance beyond necessity;
but it is sent in full volume direct and
where it is admitted to such a degree of nicety that

within

an

inch

of the top of Wick Tubes,

a pure white light is the result unparalleled in the history of

Oil Lanterns.
Because it is carefully, substantially, and scientifically constructed, and not made commercially and
sold under a variety of nom de plumes.
Because the conoidal glasses resist heat and are proof against fracturc.
Because the flaincs burn quite steadily, and are uot affected by vibration. Because it has no dampcrs or chimney
lengtheners, which are evils to be eschewed.
Hava you ever ventured to use a damper in a Lantern Lamp-chimney?

The French first introduced

it in their unscientifically constructed lamps, but what a damper it was to the spirits of

those who ventured to use it. It is so sad the uninitiated are deccived

practical, and therefore quite useless.

by superfluous additions, which are really non-

Because a perfectly constructed lamp requires none of these aids in order to

ensure perfect Combustion. But the finest results are obtained by the MARVELLOUS PAMPHENGOS (New
Pattern); when once lighted und adjusted will burn quite steadily and free, without smoke or broken
glasses,

which are great defects so much

to be deplored in other

lamps.

Because

lanternists, by experience, are finding its

true value; and after disappointment and failure with the uoscientifically constructed Lamps, are now coming back

to their old and valued frieud the PAMPHENGOS, which never disappoints.
Do not invest in any other Lantern or Lamp than the MARVELLOUS

really want a superb, substantial, and effective instrument.

HUNDREDS OF TESTIMONIALS.—Supplied

PAMPHENGOS, if you

to Colleges, Institutions, Clergy, and the Gentry.

Particulars

free. Prices—Complete PAMPHENGOS, beautifully constructed, solid brass fronts, with high-class lenses,
£6
Illustrated particulars.
£4 4s., and £2 10s.

6s.,

Before Purchasing be sure to get Mr. HUGHES’ MAGNIFICENTLY ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE FOR
THIS SEASON of great Inventions in the art of OPTICAL PROJECTION, a volume to be prized, over 180 Original
Ulustrations—not commercial—showing the Docwra Triple, the Miniature Malden Triple, the Grand Triple, and

Bi-unials, Grand Effects, Novelties, etc., and other makes of Lantern.

4d.

PAMPHLETS

W

C
1

l

FREE.

H UGH FS

SPECIALIST,

(Over 25 Years’ Reputation for Highest

j Dr. H. Grattan

Price 6d., Postage 3d.

List of 60,000 Slides,

Class Work, as supplied to Mapame Parrr,

Gouryyess, B. J. Manpen, Esq., Canon Scott, Capt. CHas. REapDn,

R.N., Royan Potyrecunic,

and the leading institutions in the world, etc., etc.),

Brewster House, iViortimer Rd., Kingsland, London, N.
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ANIMATED PHOTOS. LIVING PICTURES.
Splendid results.

Before purchasing see

FI{UG

Moto

HES’

Photoscope

New Model, New Pattern. No shutter, therefore no flickering, which eclipses all others in the world for beauty
and showing the photographs.
HUGHES’

Moto

Photoscope

Will show pretty art pictures alternately with
subjects exhibited.
HUGHES’

Moto
Has greater facilities
HUGHES’

for removing

and

Moto

the Animated

Photographs, so there

is no

the

Photoscope
replacing

the

films, which

with the above are very great advantages,

Photoscope

Having no shutter, therefore no flickering, as in the case of other machines, which
eyesache and headache.
The public are fast becoming tired of the flickering shadows

living pictures.

waiting between

is an infliction producing
continuously cast over the

HUGHES’

Moto

Photoscope

Is now the most perfect piece of mechanism extant, most beautifully constructed.
Nothing
A picture up to 16 feet may be produced with W. C. Hughes’ special limelight jet and lenses.

to get out of order.

It has been exhibited in public, and each
picture was applauded unanimously; the
people saw the difference between the flickering shadows

and

this machine, which isa

real treat. Owing to the perfect balance of
the rotary movement there is no vibration.
There are good machines and bad ones: this
is a good one, and best for results,

and must not be classified with
other slim constructions or unwieldy, clumsy apparatus, which
are dear at any price. Have no
other if you want to please an
audience.
Illustrated particulars,
2d., post free.

$35 10s.
Complete with high-class lantern and powerful jets.

A fortune
with

this

because
eo

W.

C.

++

to be made
instrument

it is good.
#0

#0

= tH

HUGHES,

Specialist in Optical Projection,

Brewster House, 82, Mortimer Road, Kingsland, N.
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SCREEN

STANDS,

In

Empire

SCREEN

Bamboo

Screens,

and

National

Wood

Reading

Enlarger.

STANDS.
Poles.

Lamps,

Ever-ready

Slide Boxes, Reading Desks, Lime Holders, Brass Fittings

for Lanterns and Stands, Regulating Taps, etc.
Trade

METALLIC

Suppliea.

BELLOWS

JAMES
CHRISTIE,
129, WEST STREET, SHEFFIELD.

H.

NIXDORFF
1, ELIZABETH
High

Road,

&

(BRIER’S

REGULATOR

PATENT

Co.,

ROAD,

Tottenham,

MAKERS

GF

Lantern Slide Post Boxes, Wood Pareel Post
Boxes, Wood Rail Boxes, Packing Cases, and

Packing

THE COMPLETE

VOLUME

Practical
IS
Cloth

Boards.

20/

Photographer
NOW READY,

Bound, over 300 Illustrations,
OF ALL

Price

OF THE

DEALERS

AND

price 6s.

BOOKSELLERS.

THE

She
LONDON:

SCOTCH

ROSEHILL

& IRISH
WORKS,

OXYGEN

CO.,

LTD.,

POLMADIE, GLASGOW.

PERCY LUND, HUMPHRIES & CO., LTD.,
AMEN CORNER, LONDON, E.C.

OPTICAL

LANTERNS
OF

THE

HIGHEST

NEWTON & CO.’S esik:
“ DEMONSTRATORS ” LANTERN.
FOR OIL CR LIMELIGHT.
With Prisms for Erecting, and

Hf The
i
Ha

for Vertical Projection.

; iy

Price £9 Qs.

3, FLEET STREET,
LONDON.

most

simple
:

ent efficient

|

Single Lantern

4

yet constructed

for peneral
scientific work.

e

NEW CATALOGUE
of Lanterns, Proection Apparatus
and Slides,
Post Free,
6 Stamps.

QUALITY

&
ONLY.

SLIDES

| Lantern

Slides

NANSEN’S
POLAR EXPEDITION.
PSTHSSORSECCESGHSTIOOHCCAOSD

NEWTON
3, FLEET

STREET,

&

CO.,

LONDON,

E.C.,

| Ilave obtained the sole right to manufacture and sell Lantern

Slides of DR. NANSEN'S

“FARTHEST
Price
New Dotailed Illustrated Oatalogue of Lantdrns and Slides, 6 stamps
NEWTON
Co. manufacture Patent Newtonian 4-wick Oil
Lamps.
Major Holden’s Arc Lamp.
Newton’s Patent Hand Feed Lamp.

Newton's

Patent ‘‘Demonstrator's"

Lantern.

Patent

Adjusting

Tray for

Jets. Aakew’s
Patent Combination Lantern Box and Stand.
Wright's
Lantern Microscope.
Wright's Oxy-Hydrogen Jets with
“ Pringle-Out

off.” The ‘' Miniature" Lantern.
Triple Condenser.

The Scientist’s Bi-Unial.

Printed and Published by the Proprietors, Tuk

Traill Taylor's
Maaic

LANTERN

2s.

each.

Pictures in

NORTH.”
List post free.

The Slides are printed from the same Negatives as those
i used by Dr. Nansen at his own Lectures, which were made

| forhim by NEWTON

& CO.

As the demand for these will probably
application is advisable.

be large, early

‘A series of singularly beautiful photographic illustrations.”’
—The Times, February gth, 1897.
JOURNAL

Company, LTD., 9, Oarthusian Street, London, E.O.
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